Gravlens (GL) is currently one of the most popular astrophysical objects and they are efficiently explored for detecting the most distant galaxies (up to 10 z  redshifts). The first study by PV related to the subject was carried out when the mass interest to gravlensing did not arise. At the Institute Council meeting some of its members where trying to convince PV not to waste time on investigations of such weak effects but rather better to devote himself to (suggestions followed). One of the authors (VK) is proud that he had strongly supported these PV activities. The future has confirmed that PV was absolutely right. The interest in GL (and the corresponding bibliography) was increased with a high speed. We will only refer to the last (popular) publication by PV, where GL was dealt with, [1] .
for both the LBG and the EROs, their predicted positions in the source plane would be located within a region of ∼10 kps, suggesting that they constitute a merger [3] ..
Here the following abbreviations are used: sub-mm source, SMM; Lyman Break Galaxy, LBG; sub-mm galaxy, SMG; extremely red object, ERO. Due to the radio-FIR correlation in star-forming galaxies the radio interferometric observations were used to obtain a high-resolution rest-frame FIR emission that observed in the sub-mm. (Here the astronomy scale of EM spectrum is used, i.e., FIR upper wavelength is about 300  m.) As a result, the ERO pair and the LBG may constitute a merger at 2.9 z  (see the merger model in [2] ).
Below we study the explosive galaxy evolution resulting from the merger process with a low mass increase (minor mergers) assuming that along with the low-mass background, there exists a source of high-mass galaxies (the ones, segregating from the general expansion). Note that the resulting MF possesses power-law asymptote with the exponent coinciding with the Sheсhter index, 1.25   . Consider solutions of the Smoluchowski kinetic equation (KE) in the differential form supposing that the main contribution is due to mergers of the low-mass galaxies with the massive ones with the corresponding merging probability,
. The main contribution to the collision integral follows from small masses of order M  and less:
where  is approximately the total mass of low-mass galaxies. Rewriting Eq. (1) as
and using the method of characteristics we arrive at the following system of ordinary differential equations
, dF dt . It is easy to find one of the first integrals,  
, by strict integration of the first relation:
For 0   the second independent integral of the system is to be obtained from the second ODE. The mass variable, M , here in is the solution of the first ODE and thus it is to be treated as time-dependent. Namely, 
is some time-dependent function. Such representation simulates the mass   t M separation from the global expansion at the moment t . Integrating now the second ODE, we obtain the following independent first integral of the ODEs system,
and n t denote the roots of equation
, we find the KE solution:
In order to specify the source-induced contribution to the mass function,   
